
By submitting application to become a webcam model through www.webcamsmakemoney.com you are 

agreeing you have read, reviewed the below model rules and will abide by such rules. Upon your first log 

in to the system you agree that constitutes your digital signature and acceptance of the below rules. 

The few rules we have must be respected or the model may face penalties including fines, warnings, 

suspension, account closure, and even a permanent ban. 

 

What you can / cannot do on camera. 

Our rules are extremely important and you must follow them. If anyone encourages you to break the 

rules, please chat host/model  support 

In Public/Free Chat... 

 You can chat, talk, dance, have fun, etc. 

 Even full nudity is OK if it is done in a tasteful, beautiful way. 

 NO masturbation, penetration, using sexual toys or devices, cunnilingus, or other hardcore sexually 

explicit activity. 

In Private/Group Chat... 

You can do anything as long as it is not on the forbidden list below. 

Forbidden Things 

The following things, actual, implied or offered, are absolutely forbidden on this website at any time and 

for any reason, in both private and public chat. 

Most of them constitute Zero-Tolerance violations which means you will be banned the first time it 

happens. 

And even if your account is re-instated, you will LOSE THE TOKENS that you earned by breaking the 

rules so there is absolutely no point to breaking these rules. 

 Men on camera for any reason. Men should not even be in the same room as you! 

 Sexual relations with men, even off-camera. 

 Minors, children, babies; may not be on camera or in the same room. 

 Unauthorized persons (persons for whom we do not have proper name and ID on file.) 

 Bestiality, or animals/pets on camera in a sexual or provocative context. 

 Urination, defecation, "going to the bathroom", enema play, vomiting. 

 Breastfeeding or lactation. 

 Menstrual bleeding. 

 Illegal drugs, or drugs that may be perceived as illegal in other locations. (e.g. Medicinal marijuana) 

 Excessive consumption of alcohol or other legal or prescribed medicines or narcotics. 

 Sleeping, "passing out". 

 Hypnosis 

 Rape 
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 Incest (sexual relations involving family members). Family members should not appear on camera 

together. 

 Penetration of the vagina or anus with items not meant for sexual stimulation (e.g. bottles, baseball 

bats). 

 Fisting. 

 Violence, blood, torture, pain, erotic asphyxiation, or any actions associated with bringing harm to 

yourself in any way. 

 Discussing or arranging prostitution or escort services. 

 Illegal or unsafe activity of any kind. 

 Actions that may be deemed obscene in your community. 

Working on more than one site (Split-camming) 

It is allowed for models to work on multiple sites at the same time. There is no penalty for it. However, it 

is strongly discouraged for the following reasons: 

 Models working on multiple sites have to split their time and attention. 

 Models working on multiple sites have to split their bandwidth (connection speed) and therefore the 

video quality on both sites suffers. 

Models that work only on website routinely make much more money than models that are active on 

multiple websites. 

Private shows 

There are no set rules for what a model must do in a private show. This is entirely up to the model and 

the member. 

Nudity is customary in private shows so if the model does not feel comfortable with nudity she is required 

to tell the member within the first minute of the show. 

Models should keep in mind that private shows are very expensive so delaying the show or asking for 

additional tips may be considered rude. 

Tips 

If a model promises something in exchange for a tip, she should follow through on that promise. 

Models that intentionally attempt to scam members will be penalized and removed from the website. 

Talking to other models 

Models are allowed to freely interact with other models on the site, provided they do so in a respectful 

way toward the model and her customers. 

Models may choose to block other models from entering their chat room, or ban/ignore models that enter 

their room. 

Talking to guests and members 

Models are the bosses of their chat rooms and may therefore talk to, or not talk to, anyone they want. 



Models may ban or ignore anyone they want, for any reason. 

It is suggested that models are nice to guests and members as that will certainly increase their popularity, 

earnings, and enjoyment of their work. But ultimately this is entirely up to the model. 

Camming with Other Models 

Only other registered models may appear on cam with you. 

If you have another model on cam with you, please make sure to put her MFC username in your Room 

Topic so everyone knows who she is, and so we know it is not an unauthorized person. 

Exchanging contact information 

Website allows the exchange of any kind of information between models and members, including e-

mails, online messenger screen names; however, this information MAY NOT be used to provide webcam 

shows or receive payment outside of the website. 

As with any interaction over the Internet, models should use their best judgment before revealing their 

personal information. 

Receiving payment outside Website 

Models are not allowed to ask for, or receive, payment from members outside of the website. 

For example, if a model wants to sell her underwear to a member, or perform any other miscellaneous 

transaction, then please arrange the transaction using Tokens. 

Sound 

It is highly recommended that models be transmitting audible sound at all times while they are online, 

including both in public and private chat. 

It's a good idea for models to check with members in the chat room to make sure they can hear the model 

at an appropriate volume. 

Chat rooms with sound are always more enjoyable and have more members. Even background noise or 

the sound of keystrokes provides for a more real-life experience for the members watching. 

Fraud 

Any attempt at fraud will result in a permanent ban, without payment. (e.g. Working together with a 

customer or "hacker" to accept private shows paid for with stolen credit cards.) 

Models are required to report all such suspicious activity, or the model may be considered complicit. 

Advertising and spam 

Models are not allowed to advertise commercial websites that offer live webcam streams, under any 

circumstances. 

Models are allowed to mention their own personal profiles, homepages, wishlists, as long as it is done in 

an unobtrusive manner. 



Face on camera 

Models are required to keep their face on camera, at least part of the time. (Permanently hiding one's 

face off camera, wearing a mask, or only showing one's face in private chat is not allowed.) 

This website is about friendly personal interaction and that is only possible when members see the faces 

of the models. 

Logging in to member accounts 

Models are not allowed to ask for members' account information or to log in using accounts that do not 

belong to them. 

Models can log in on the site using their own model accounts or by creating their own member accounts. 

Playing recorded video 

Models trying to deceive members by playing recorded video instead of actually being live on webcam will 

be immediately banned, without payment. 

Typing in the chat room 

Models are the only ones that are allowed to use their keyboard in their rooms. "Operator" accounts 

where someone types in place of the model are not allowed, even in cases where the model cannot reach 

the keyboard or needs help with the English language. 

Administrators 

We can provide you via email with a complete list of official administrator usernames upon request. 

No one else on this website is an administrator or has any sort of special privileges. 

If a member is claiming to be an administrator or moderator or officially connected to this website in any 

way, this member is lying, and please report him to chat host/model support page. 

Additional Advice 

Connection Speed 

It is very important that models have the fastest possible Internet connection. Models with a fast Internet 

connection will... 

 Have higher video and audio quality. 

 Experience fewer disconnections and other problems. 

 Make much more money and have a much better experience on the website. 

It is strongly recommended that models buy the best and most expensive Internet connection that is 

available. Any difference in cost will be earned back in a few hours. It will be worth it! 

Here are some additional things models can do to improve their connection speed: 

 Do not work on other sites at the same time (split-cam), as this divides the connection speed! 

 Do not download or upload data while you are online. (e.g. playing Youtube videos.) 



Lighting 

The most important part of looking good on camera is having proper Lighting. 

Room Decoration 

Models should decorate their room in light, bright colors. Good Lighting will make any space look better. 

Recommended Webcams 

Models should buy the best possible webcam or video camera they can afford. See Recommended 

Webcams. 

What to do on camera 

We will never tell a model what to do or how to act. But here is some advice from our most successful 

models on how you can have fun and make lots of money: 

 Talk. Speak with your voice, not just with your keyboard. Even if your English is not perfect, try it 

anyway! 

 Be Creative. Do something unique and original. 

 Be Interactive. Try to actively interact with the members in your room. Maybe play a game with them. 

 Be Patient. Take your time and explore the site and its features. Keep an open mind and make some 

new friends. 

Remember that this site is not all about sex or nudity. You can be very sexy and never even remove your 

clothes. Have fun! 

 


